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"Tarzan Boy" is the debut single by Italian-based act Baltimora. The song was written by Maurizio Bassi and
Naimy Hackett, and released in 1985 as the lead single from Baltimora's debut album Living in the
Background.The song was re-recorded and released in 1993, and has been covered by several artists
throughout the years.
Tarzan Boy - Wikipedia
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman is a 1946 action film based on the Tarzan character created by Edgar Rice
Burroughs and portrayed by Johnny Weissmuller.Directed by Kurt Neumann, film sees Tarzan encounter a
tribe of leopard-worshippers.It was shot in the Los Angeles County Arboretum and Botanic Garden.Its plot
has nothing in common with the 1935 novel Tarzan and the Leopard Men
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